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Obama’s “Humanitarian” Bombing Campaign “Against” the Islamic State (ISIS)

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, June 27 2016

The humanitarian pretext is bogus, the air strikes are illegal, extensive war crimes have
been committed, Obama is no protecting civilians. The civilian deaths resulting from the air
strikes are deliberate.

The 2016 U.S. Election: A Possible Repeat of the 1964 Election?

By Prof Rodrigue Tremblay, June 28 2016

The way this 2016 election campaign is unfolding, there is a good chance that it could be a
repeat of the 1964 U.S. election. In both instances, a Democratic presidential candidate is
facing a flawed and frightening Republican presidential candidate

Blaming Moscow for Brexit Vote. “The Perfect Gift for Vladimir Putin”

By Stephen Lendman, June 27 2016

Putin bashing is a virtual cottage industry, blaming him for almost anything a constant
Western headline theme.Following Brits voting for Brexit, UK Prime Minister David Cameron
said Putin and ISIS “might be happy” with the outcome. Foreign Secretary Philip…

How Obama Collaborated with Clerics in Tehran to Destroy Iran’s Nuclear Program

By Prof. Akbar E. Torbat, June 28 2016

The following describes how President Obama’s administration along with a number of NGOs
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secretly collaborated with the clerics in Tehran to dismantle Iran’s nuclear program and
engineered Hassan Rouhani’s presidential election to make that happen. How the Deal Was
Initiated…

Why Hillary Clinton Won’t Allow Her Corporate Speeches to be Published

By Eric Zuesse, June 27 2016

In a previous report, I indicated “Why Hillary Clinton’s Paid Speeches Are Relevant”, but not
what they contained. The present report indicates what they contained.   One speech in
particular will be cited and quoted from as an example here, to…

Brexit set to Impact Israeli Trade with Britain

By Anthony Bellchambers, June 27 2016

Brexit could seriously impact the Israeli economy and its bilateral trade with Britain as UK
becomes free from being a signatory to the EU-Israel Association Agreement that gives
unrestricted access to Israeli exporters from the Middle East into the British…
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